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Hobby World is an international board games publisher and developer well known
for its focus on high-quality games featuring stunning graphics, engaging and wellbalanced gameplay, and deeply-developed worlds. Established in 2001, Hobby World
has published many award-winning board games, including the Spyfall series, Viceroy,
xƏɀɎƺȸȒǔ ȸǣȒȇً ƏɀɎǣȒȇً³ɖȇˢȒɯƺȸàƏǼǼƺɵًƏȇƳȅȒȸƺِ

WHY HOBBY WORLD?
Our in-house development team collaborates
with the best Russian and international designers and artists
Self-owned production facilities allow us us to offer appealing prices
We ensure ˢeɴiƫle approach and provide international
marketing support
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International Marketing
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CUTTERLAND

GAME OVERVIEW
Cutterland is an innovative tableau-building drafting game where you get to
cut the cards — literally cut them into pieces and compete on creating your
own fabulous lands. You will cut the cards into pieces, distribute them between
the players, and score victory points for the creatures inhabiting your land.
Whoever has the most attractive land at the end of the game, wins.

GAMEPLAY
As an Active player you will get to cut a card. You may cut it whichever way you wish, but keep in mind that other
players will draft pieces in clockwise order and you will take the last piece.
Nobody likes frogs! Each
frog in your land is –2 VPs
unless it's devoured by
your predators!

There are 3 types of landscape
pe
e
(plains, moors, and wetlands)
and ژהkinds of Monsters
(dragons, krakens, turtles,
goblins, centaurs, and frogs).
The players attach the
drafted pieces to their lands
keeping in mind that they’ll
wss:
score VPs at the end as follows:
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At the end
e
of
decide
the game, you'll
y
de
ecide
whether it'll
t'll be a wall
protecting your centaur
cent
or
a bridge helping the
kraken devour the
second frog.

The more goblins you
have in an area, the
more points you score.

Krakens don’t mind eating
f rogs. They will eat everyone
around them unless their target
is in a tower or behind a wall.

+5
+5

This bridge
connects the moors!

0 VVPP
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+4
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Centaurs like space. They
score VPs for the size of
the area they are in.

VP
VP
Pss
7VPs

Turtles like to be the only one
of a kind in the whole land.
Two of them will score less
VPs, three — nothing at all.

END OF THE GAME
Each player gets to cut a card three times and after
(3 × the number of players) rounds the game is over
and the player with the most VPs wins.

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥA breakthrough concept of actually
cutting the game components
 ۥA tableau-building game full of tactically
ƳǣǔˡƬɖǼɎƬǝȒǣƬƺɀƳƺƺȵƺȇȒɖǕǝǔȒȸ
ǕǝǔȒ
Ȓȸ
Ȓȸ
hardcore gamers
 ۥFantastic throwback pixel
artwork for the classic gamer
er
 ۥTwo Recharge Packs

for
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orr the
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e pair
pair
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of dragons
drag
ra
rago
ago
go
g
ons
ns

-2
-2
Dragons score points only for being in a pair
within an area. Dragons will also hunt in their
area. One of the dragons will eat your goblin at
the end unless you save him later!

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
160 Landscape cards, 4 Reference
sheets, 30 Bones tokens, 12 Tower
pieces, 16 wall/bridge pieces,
scorepad, rules of play
Language independent
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50

RELEASE: available
BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
RIGHTS

except

12+

30–45

Spycon

4-10

GAME OVERVIEW
Spycon is a deduction game of associations played over a series of rounds where one
player becomes the Spy and two teams try to guess the Spy’s identity. The Spy will be
trying to come up with a way of descriƫing a comƫination of their Character and
the Keyword so only their team can understand who the Spy is talking about.

GAMEPLAY
Players split up into 2 teams. At the start of the round, the team whose turn it is chooses one player to be their Spy.
The Spy draws 2 cards: a Character and a Keyword.
Only the Spy knows
who the Character is.
Whichever
team guesses
it after
the Spy’s
description,
scores VPs.

The Spy and
the Spy’s
team know
the
Keyword.
t
During
their
D
description,
the
d
Spy
should refer
S
to the Keyword
to increase their team’s
chances.

Everyone
knows the
full lists of
Characters
and Keywordss
for the whole
game.

The Spy starts saying:
“The
Character doesn’t need
this Keyword at all, but they
Ƴƺ˾ȇǣɎƺǼɵɖɀƺƳɀȒȅƺɎǝǣȇǕɀǣȅǣǼƏȸ٦
ȒǔɎǝƺɀƏȅƺɀǝƏȵƺƏȇƳǔɖȇƬɎǣȒȇ٫
áǝƏɎڗɀȅȒȸƺ٦Ɏǝƺɵɯƺȸƺ
ǔƏȅȒɖɀǔȒȸǣɎ٫ڕ

At any point during the game, any player may
stop the game to try and guess the Character.
Regardless of who stopped the game, the
intercepting team is always ˡrst to make their
guess. The sooner the Character is guessed, the
more VPs are scored and the farther the team’s
standee is advanced.
Character cards

Keyword cards

Spy standees

Red Carpet Line

Both teams apply additional effects from the Red
Carpet Line cards they stop on.

ND
ROUND END
The teams have 3 shared attempts (consisting
ting of
dentity.
1 guess for each team) to reveal the Spy’s identity.

GAME END
D
They also have identical sets of single-use Action
ƬƏȸƳɀɎǝƏɎȵȸȒɮǣƳƺƏɀǣǕȇǣˡƬƏȇɎƏƳɮƏȇɎƏǕƺِ

KEY SELLING FEATURES
 ۥA detective team-based party game
unlike any other!
 ۥA completely independent Spyfall spinoff: the same challenging atmosphere
with totally different mechanics
 ۥHilarious artwork, 80+ unique illustrations

Whichever team makes it to the end of the Red Carpet
nǣȇƺˡȸɀɎًɯǣȇɀٍ

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
112 cards (28 Non-Fictional
Characters, 28 Fictional
Characters, 2 blank Character
cards, 24 Keywords, 14 Actions,
16 Red Carpet Line cards), 2 Spy
standees, 2 standee bases, 2 dryerase markers, 2 double-sided
Character sheets, 2 double-sided
Keyword sheets, rules of play

MOQ: 2000
MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50
RELEASE: available
BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
RIGHTS
except

5
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12+

90-180

3-6

deranged

GAME OVERVIEW
Deranged is a gothic semi-cooperative scenario-driven adventure game where
3 to 6 players must survive 3 days and nights in a town overrun
with unrestrained horrors.

GAMEPLAY
On their turn, each player plays a card from their hand and resolves up to 2 actions or rests and restores their Sanity.

DURING THE DAY
ÁǝƺˡȸɀɎƏƬɎǣȒȇǣɀǔȸƺƺًƏȇȒɎǝƺȸ
ȒɎǝƺȸ
one costs 1 Sanity.
The players roam the town:
n:
Fighting Monsters
Getting rid of their
Curses
IɖǼˡǼǼǣȇǕɎǝƺǣȸǣȇƳǣɮǣƳɖƏǼ
ɖƏǼ
Objectives
Collecting useful Itemss
to craft stronger decks
ks

DURING THE NIGHT
Each of the 2 actions costs 1 Sanity.
On top of everything else, each player
reveals their random Night card, and they either:
If there
tthe is a symbol
in the card
playe
played, the Time token is advanced
1 space
spa forward. When it crosses
the b
border, not only the Time of day
chan
changes, it also triggers the next
Scen
Scenario
Chapter.

Get a Night mission which must
be completed until the next dawn
ISSION
NIGHT M

action in
Resolve the er, then
art
the qu s card.
discard thi
ht::
d of the Nigcard,
At the en
s
l have thi Cu
rsee..
a urs
If you stil
and draw
discard it

VICTORY AND DEFEAT

4+

A player wins if at the end of the last Night
all of the 3 conditions are met:
1. They
don’t have a Deranged token,
T
2.
2. They have no Curse cards,
3. Their Hero is on the Encha
Enchanted
anted Gate space.

OTHERWISE,
OTHE
ERWISE, THEY LOSE.

Become Deranged! From now
on, they become more powerful,
play by the upside-down side of
the Action cards, and don’t need
to rest,,

YOU

stay here?
Shouldn’t I resist theese
se
to
No, I have
ts.
ugh
tho

ARE

DER
Take
ANGE
th
D!
and di e Derange
scard
this cad token
rd.

3+

INSTANT DEFEAT
If at any point during the Night all
Heroes are turned into Deranged,
Hero
players instantly lose.
all p

KEY SELLING POINTS
NTS
 ۥAtmospheric semi-cooperative adventure with
varying roles and hidden objectives
 ۥCatchy gothic comics artwork
 ۥHigh replayability: modular game board,
3 extensive scenarios, Open World mode
 ۥȵǼƏɀɎǣƬˡǕɖȸƺɀ

Anyon
e
situatio would kill in
n, so w
m
hy fig y
ht it?

But the only way
y ffor
orr them
the
th
the
h em
fellow
to turn back is to kill a once fello
Human Hero!

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
4 double-sided pieces of the game
board (quarters of the town),
הRƺȸȒɀǝƺƺɎɀًRƺȸȒˡǕɖȸƺɀً
6 bases, 6 Health and Sanity tracks,
2 Time tracks, 18 Scenario sheets,
6 Monster sheets, 2 additional
pieces of the game board,
164 cards, 136 various tokens,
Game Rules

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €50 / $55
RELEASE: available
BOX : 298×298×71 mm
CARTON

5

380×310×310 mm
RIGHTS
except

12+

30-45

Cassiopeia

2-5

GAME OVERVIEW
Cassiopeia is a strategy euro game based on the use of double-sided cards
and resource management.
eir
While taking turns, players hire different specialists, process the effects off the
their
ƏǔȒȸ ɀ
ƏǔȒȸȅɀ
ƏƬɎǣȒȇɀًƬȒǼǼƺƬɎȸƺɀȒɖȸƬƺɀًƏȇƳȒȵɎǣȅǣɿƺɎǝƺǣȸǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬɀɎȒƫƺɎǝƺˡȸɀɎɯǝȒɎƺȸȸƏǔȒȸȅɀ
all 7 planets each player was assigned to colonize.

GAMEPLAY

COMMON AREA

Specialists
Cassiopeia
is a strategy
euro each
game
based
on the
of token
double-sided
cardsof their choice.
At the beginning
of each round,
player
assigns
theiruse
player
to one Specialist
and
management.
Theresource
players then
proceed with their individual turns in the initiative order (from left to right).

While
taking
different
process
effects
Wh
hil
ile
e ta
taki
king
ng
g turns,
tur
urn
n , players
ns,
ns
p ay
pl
yer
ers
s hi
hire
re
ed
iffe
if
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rent
nt sspecialists,
p c
pe
cial
alis
ists
sts
ts,, pr
p
oces
oc
es
ss
s th
the
e ef
effe
fect
cts
s of
of the
ttheir
heir
ir
Biologist
Pirate
ƏƬ
Ƭ Martian
ȸƺ Engineer
Ƴ Ȓ Programmer
Ƴ
ȸ
ƺ
Ɏƺ Tax Officer
Ɏƺ
ƏƬɎǣȒȇɀًƬȒǼǼƺƬɎȸƺɀȒɖȸƬƺɀًƏȇƳȒȵɎǣȅǣɿƺɎǝƺǣȸǼȒǕǣɀɎǣƬɀɎȒƫƺɎǝƺˡȸɀɎɯǝȒɎƺȸȸƏǔȒȸȅɀ
alll 7 planets each
ch player was assigned
as
o
all
to colonize.
IV

II

I

III

VI

Logistics ƫase

V

For instance, we see 6 Specialists here, but in fact it’s 12, as used Specialists
Əȸƺ˿ǣȵȵƺƳƏɎɎǝƺƺȇƳȒǔƺƏƬǝȸȒɖȇƳ٫(ɵȇƏȅǣƬɀɎȸƏɎƺǕǣƺɀƏȸƺȇƺƺƳƺƳ
to compete for their particular abilities!
Supply base — Mars. Each opponent
with more than 3 unprotected resources
( do not count) in total, discards them
down to 3.
Logistics: Gain

Take
and a resource (not a ) from
is less than or
any player, whose
equal to yours.
Each player gains

.

Logistics: Gain another

.

Earthman

Gain
.

Each player gains .

.

Logistics: Gain another

Installer

Logistics: Gain

.

Cybernetist

.

and all resources
Logistics: take all
of the chosen type from that player.

Geneticist

Each opponent, whose
is less than
and
or equal to yours, loses
1 resource of their choice.
Logistics: Take all lost

Smuggler

and resources.

Archeologist

To resolve various bonus
effects of the Specialists,
you need to synchronize
Ɏǝƺȇɖȅƫƺȸof the
0ƏȸɎǝٱxƏȸɀɀɵȅƫȒǼɀ
on your planet cards with
the current logistics base.

For maximum replayability we have a total of 9 two-sided Specialist cards. The use of ³ȵƺƬǣƏǼǣɀɎɀXچXàis mandatory, while
the ³ȵƺƬǣƏǼǣɀɎɀàچXæ are optional. To start pick 6-8 Specialist cards and place them in a row for common use.

ɎɎǝƺƺȇƳȒǔƺƏƬǝȸȒɖȇƳًƏǼǼɖɀƺƳ³ȵƺƬǣƏǼǣɀɎƬƏȸƳɀƏȸƺˢǣȵȵƺƳًƏǼǼɖȇɖɀƺƳ³ȵƺƬǣƏǼǣɀɎɀƏȸƺǕȸƏȇɎƺƳƏƬȒǣȇِ

EACH PLAYER’S AREA
Planets
Each player gets a set of וȵǼƏȇƺɎɀًƏȇƳɎǝƺǕȒƏǼȒǔɎǝƺǕƏȅƺǣɀɎȒƫƺɎǝƺˡȸɀɎɎȒɎƺȸȸƏǔȒȸȅًˢǣȵȒɮƺȸًƏǼǼȒǔɎǝƺȅِ

ÁƺȸȸƏǔȒȸȅǣȇǕƬȒɀɎɀƏȸƺƏǼɯƏɵɀ
ǣȇƳǣƬƏɎƺƳȒȇɎǝƺȵǼƏȇƺɎɎȒɎǝƺ
ǼƺǔɎ٫The Storage Complex has
been terraformed by paying
these resources:

Terraforming of your
Trade Complex
will now ƬȒɀɎȅȒȸƺ٨
Storage Complex
A storage space for 2 resources (not
for ). They are protected from other
effects.
cards’ effe

Cthulhu

Yog-Sothoth
Yog-So
Yog
Yo
Y
o
og-So
og
g
g-So
-So
So
oth
o
tthot
th
ho
ottth
h

Azathoth

Shub-Niggurath

Nyarlathotep

Hastur

Ruchbah-4

Ruchbah-2
Ruchba
Ruchbah
Ruch
RuchbahR
u
uch
uchbahuchbah
ch
hbahhba
hbah
h
bahbah
ba
ahah
h--2
h

Ruchbah-1

Ruchbah-5

Ruchbah-7

Ruchbah-3

Each time you terraform a planet, you ƫƺƬȒȅƺ
ȅȒȸƺɮɖǼȇƺȸƏƫǼƺto other player’s
aggressive Specialists.

ÁǝƺƺǔǔƺƬɎȒǔɎǝƺȵǼƏȇƺɎǣɀȇȒɯ
ƏƬɎǣɮƺ٨The Storage Complex
allows you to protect 2 resources
from being stolen! Store them
in the circles below.
Tsathoggua
Ruchbah
Ruchbah-6
h 6

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥDouble-sided cards with both sides playable
and affecting the current game situation
 ۥNo hidden cards or decks: all information
is available
 ۥUnique retro art style
 ۥGreat variability

The logistics base is still Earth, but you have
more Mars symbols now (4-3), so all of the
nȒǕǣɀɎǣƬɀƺǔǔƺƬɎɀƏȸƺȇڗɎƏɮƏǣǼƏƫǼƺ for you! Use
the Martian/Earthman to help you switch the
logistics base OR terraform one of your Mars
planets to restore the balance!

MOQ: 1000

Take all
from the chosen
Specialist
Purchase 1 resource:

OR
Resolve the
Specialist’s
effect

Terraform 1 planet after
paying its cost

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
56 large cards, 98 cardboard
resource markers, 5 wooden
player tokens, rules of play

Individual
Turn Overview

Take your token from the
Specialist card and place it
on the table beside that card

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,375 kg
CARTON

MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50

RIGHTS

RELEASE: available

except

12

7

8

8+

45-60

2-5

Sunflower valley

GAME OVERVIEW
Sunˢower àalley is a family roll-and-write (or, in fact, a draft-and-draw)
game based on dice drafting and area management.
(ɖȸǣȇǕɎǝƺǕƏȅƺًƺƏƬǝȵǼƏɵƺȸǕȸƏƳɖƏǼǼɵˡǼǼɀɎǝƺǣȸɮƏǼǼƺɵɯǣɎǝɎǝƺɀɵȅƫȒǼɀǔ ȸȒȅ
the drafted dice and tries to do that in the most optimal way.
The goal of the game is to gain the most VP.

GAMEPLAY
EACH ROUND STARTS…
with the current starting player rolling all
6 dice — it’s a common pool for the round.

ON YOUR TURN
1

ÁƏǸƺƏƳǣƺǔȸȒȅɎǝƺȵȒȒǼٍ

2

Choose any available color
to associate it with

3

Draw the symbol f rom the die in that
ƬȒǼȒȸƺƳƏȸƺƏȒȇɵȒɖȸɀǝƺƺɎٍ

THE ROUND ENDS…
ɯǝƺȇƏǼǼˡɮƺƬȒǼȒȸƺƳɀȵƏƬƺɀȒȇɎǝƺƳǣƺ
board are taken. The dice and the starting
player token are passed to the next player,
and the process repeats.

THE GAME ENDS…
ɯǝƺȇƏǼǼɀȵƏƬƺɀȒȇɎǝƺɀǝƺƺɎɀƏȸƺˡǼǼƺƳِ

SCORING
The scoring chart is along the bottom
of the sheets. There are 5 ways to gain
points and one way to lose them.

àǣǼǼƏǕƺȸɀ
ڳȇƺɯɮǣǼǼƏǕƺȸɀǔȒȸ
each house. 1 for each
ɀɖȵƺȸɀɖȇ˿Ȓɯƺȸ٫
ƺȸ٫

KEY SELLING POINTS
ۥ
ۥ
ۥ
ۥ

A very accessible roll-and-write entry
A nice family game offering deep strategic choices
Dry erase boards and markers
High replayability: 8 different sheet sets, multiple
winning strategies
 ۥBright colors and cute theme give it a lot of visual
charm

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
20 double-sided sheets, 6 custom
dice, 5 erasable markers, 1 wooden
token, 1 die board, rules of play
Language independent
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €27/$30
RELEASE: available

BOX
Size: 255×255×62 mm
Weight: 0,76 kg
CARTON

RIGHTS
except

6

7+

30

2-6

Sunflower valley
THE CARD GAME

GAME OVERVIEW

Sunˢower àalley: The Card Game is a fast-paced drafting tableau building game
where 2 to 6 players will be settling their own mountain valleys.
ÁǝƺɵɯǣǼǼǝƏɮƺƏƬǝȒǣƬƺƏȅȒȇǕǝǣǕǝȅȒɖȇɎƏǣȇɀًǼǣɮƺǼɵɎȒɯȇɀًɀɖȇˢȒɯƺȸˡƺǼƳɀً
calm lakes or sheep pastures — and their choice won’t be easy!

GAMEPLAY
The game is played over 3 rounds where 7 cards from each player’s deck are drawn and drafted in clockwise
order. By the end of the game each valley will contain 1 חcards and the player with the most àPs
will ƫe declared the winner.
3в

1в

4a

GOAL CARDS
Every game is unique because
of the Goal Cards which demand
versatile tactics and strategy.
There are competitive
and accumulative goals.

1 VP for each Field card within
ɵȒɖȸǼƏȸǕƺɀɎ˾ƺǼƳƏȸƺƏ

2 VPs for each
ɀǝƺƺȵɯǣɎǝǣȇƏ˿ȒƬǸ

6 VPs to the player with
the longest Valley Express route

Plant
Əɀɖȇ˿ȒɯƺȸǔȒȸ
the mountain
OR expand
your pasture
for the goal!

COMBINATIONS
Towns, Farmers and Mountains
require certain combinations
of orthogonally adjacent cards.

THE àALLEY EXPRESS
Each new town in a consecutive
chain of connected towns and
es 3 VPs.
railroads scores

Wow, 4 points
for the 1st goal
so far (farmers
are considered
˾ƺǼƳɀƏɀɯƺǼǼپ٨

You should
probably extend
your Valley Express
y
to score additional
points for the goal!

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥThe rules are explained in 5 minutes
 ۥFamily-f riendly product, great match for both
new and experienced players
 ۥHigh variability due to the various Goal cards,
versatile winning strategies
 ۥAwesome artwork with cute sheep

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
135 cards, 6 wooden Valley
express tokens, scorepad,
rules of play
Language independent

BOX: 235×157×47 mm
CARTON

15

RELEASE: available

MOQ: 1000

RIGHTS

MSRP: €19.90/$22.50

except
9

10

8+

30-45

Architectura

2-4

GAME OVERVIEW
Architectura is a highly interactive city-building euro game.
The players take turns playing the cards to the city grid of blocks and streets.
Each card has its own value, and it may change during the game
because of other cards.

GAMEPLAY
0ƏƬǝȵǼƏɵƺȸɎƏǸƺɀƏƳƺƬǸȒǔאƬƏȸƳɀƏȇƳאȵȸȒɎƺƬɎǣȒȇɎȒǸƺȇɀȒǔɎǝƺƬǝȒɀƺȇƬȒǼȒȸِÁǝƺɵɀǝɖǔˢƺɎǝƺǣȸƳƺƬǸɀًȵǼƏƬƺ
them face down, and take 3 topmost cards in hand.

DURING YOUR TURN
1 ¨ǼƏɵƏ!ƏȸƳِِِ

...to start a new street
(the 1st or the next one)

...to the right
of an occupied space

...over a destroyed card

2 !ȒȅȵƏȸƺɎǝƺàƏǼɖƺɀ
3 «ƺɀȒǼɮƺɎǝƺ0ǔǔƺƬɎɀ

XǔɎǝƺɮƏǼɖƺȒǔɎǝƺƬƏȸƳɎȒɎǝƺǼƺǔɎǣɀٌ

There are 3 types
of effects: immediate,
postponed, and
“At the end of the game”

ٌǝǣǕǝƺȸ, its value ǣȇƬȸƺƏɀƺɀِ
The customer service in the Store
is way better than on the Market!

4 (ȸƏɯ٢Ə٣!ƏȸƳ٢ɀ٣
ɖ
ɖȵɎȒɎǝƺǝƏȇƳǼǣȅǣɎ

ٌǼȒɯƺȸ(but not 2 times lower),
er),
its value ƳƺƬȸƺƏɀƺɀِ
The Park doesn’t seem so spacious
ous
anymore with the Mansion nextt to it!

ADVANCED
GAME
AD
DV

ٌɎɯȒor more ɎǣȅƺɀǼȒɯƺȸ,
that card is ƳƺɀɎȸȒɵƺƳِFlip it,
ace.
but leave it on the same space.

In the
the basic game, all players use
identical
sets of cards —
ide
ent
the
th
he only difference is their color.

There is no place for a Barn
near the Temple!

T
h Advanced Variant suggests
The
6 additional cards, different for
each player. The players may
customize their decks by replacing
several or all 6 basic cards and
perform more impressive
combos during the game.

ٌɎǝƺɀƏȅƺًȇȒɎǝǣȇǕǝƏȵȵƺȇɀِ
Good match!

END OF THE GAME
ÁǝƺǕƏȅƺƺȇƳɀɯǝƺȇזƫǼȒƬǸɀƏȇƳɎǝƺȇɖȅƫƺȸȒǔɀɎȸƺƺɎɀƺȷɖƏǼɎȒɎǝƺȇɖȅƫƺȸȒǔȵǼƏɵƺȸɀƏȸƺˡǼǼƺƳ
with buildings. The players resolve all At the end of the game effects, sum up the current values
of their cards in the city, and the player with the most VP wins.

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥHighly interactive euro game
 ۥOnly 12 cards in the basic player deck, but endless
ȵȸȒˡɎƏƫǼƺɎƏƬɎǣƬɀƏȇƳƬȒȅƫǣȇƏɎǣȒȇɀ
 ۥAssymetrical though perfectly balanced advanced
decks for even higher replayability
 ۥAesthetically pleasing artwork
 ۥHigh-quality merchandise: neoprene playmat
(460×670 mm)

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
48 basic cards, 24 additional cards,
8 block cards, 8 protection tokens,
rules of play
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €15 / $17
RELEASE: available

BOX
Size: 197×105×40 mm
Weight: 0,205 kg
CARTON
RIGHTS
except

35

12+

20-30

Artline

2-5

HERMITAGE

GAME OVERVIEW
Artline is a game of associations based on gorgeous paintings f rom world-famous
art museums. The current edition includes 96 original masterpieces licensed from
the State Hermitage museum in Saint-Petersburg.
During the game, the players develop a common grid of cards on the table and
deˡne common features for each row and column.

GAMEPLAY
Animals

The sky

Feather
A person holding
something in their
right hand

Each player starts with
5 cards in hand, and the goal
is to get rid of them.

One card is played
per turn, and you may:

or

Play your
card at the
intersection
and don’t
draw a new
card

Children

Eɴtend
a row/column
and draw
a new card

The card you play has to ˡt:

Think of one
if there’s none
ɵƺɎٍ

A table

Just one
feature of
a row or
a column.

Both features
of a row and
a column.

or

Come up with
one or even
ƫȒɎǝȒǔɎǝƺȅٍ
Here a
are several chickens, they have
ǔƺƏɎǝƺȸɀ٦ɀȒɎǝƺƬƏȸƳ˾ɎɀɎǝƺǔƺƏɎɖȸƺ
ǔƺƏɎǝƺ
of the column.
In the row,
ro
ow there
the is a card with a chilling dog, so
to add the second card there we need
a feature… Let’s say it’s “A table”!
This painting contains a dog,
so it can be added to the column
“Animals”.

Congrats! You are one step closer to victory
now since you don’t draw a card!

XɎڗɀɎǝƺ˾ȸɀɎƬƏȸƳǣȇɎǝƺȸȒɯ٦
so you draw a new card
at the end of the turn.

PRACTICAL INFO
KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥFun educational family and party game
broadening your artistic horizons
 ۥIncredibly easy to explain
 ۥLimitless replayability
 ۥPerfect gift and a solid gateway into the
board game community via museum shops
and book stores

Looking for publishers ready to expand the Artline
series with the local world-known museums.
CONTENTS
• 96 large Painting cards
• Rules of play
Language independent

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,42 kg
CARTON

12

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50

RIGHTS

except

RELEASE: available
11

12

16+

15-30

Barbaria

2-4

GAME OVERVIEW
Barƫaria is a dice-based cave-crawling fun, where you become mighty barbarians and set
out for great adventures.
Wrestle monsters and warlocks, hunt for treasures, and collect ancient runes, which will
lead you to victory. Roll the colored dice, modify the numbers with your trophies, and ask
for help to get the needed numbers. That didn’t work? Well, you’re in trouble — but scars
are ornaments for every warrior, right?

PRACTICAL INFO

KEY SELLING POINTS
NTS
 ۥFun cave-crawler with extremely simple
rules, accessible for everyone
 ۥPerfect balance between luck
and strategy
 ۥOriginal watercolor illustrations
f rom the game designer

CONTENTS
14 Barbarian cards, 96 Quest cards,
6 custom wooden dice,
rules of play

BOX
Size: 197×105×40 mm
Weight: 0,280 kg

MOQ: 1000

RIGHTS

MSRP: €15 / $16.50

except

RELEASE: available

Bastion

10+

45-60

1-4

GAME OVERVIEW

Bastion is a cooperative castle defense game, where players protect the bastion
from a great variety of invading enemies: dangerous beasts, ferocious warriors,
terrible monsters, giants, mages, and even mighty dragons.
!ƏɀɎǼƺƳƺǔƺȇƳƺȸɀɎȸƏɮƺǼƏȸȒɖȇƳɎǝƺȸƺƏǼȅًǕƏɎǝƺȸǣȇǕɀȵƺƬǣˡƬȅƏȇƏɎǝƏɎ
is required to defeat each of the invaders.
Victories allow castle defenders to gain new abilities, build powerful
artifacts, and perform magic rituals. The bastion will withstand
the onslaught only if all players defend it together.

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥAtmospheric experience: manage the castle’s
forces and lead the attack
 ۥEach battle won will give you valuable abilitites that
ƬƏȇƫƺɖɀƺƳǣȇɎǝƺȇƺɴɎˡǕǝɎِáǝƏɎȅȒȇɀɎƺȸȅɖɀɎƫƺ
slaughtered now for getting its trophy? It’s up to you
 ۥHigh customization and replayability: there are several
ɀƬƺȇƏȸǣȒɀƏȇƳƳǣǔˡƬɖǼɎɵɀƺɎɎǣȇǕɀǣȇɎǝƺȸɖǼƺɀًƏǼȒȇǕ
with the solo mode

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
6 District tiles, 1 Citadel tile, 4 Hero
Figures, 90 mana discs, 1 Castle Gate
with plastic stand, 1 Enemy Camp,
50 Reminder tokens, 4 Reference
sheets, 112 cards, rules of play

RELEASE: available

MOQ: 1000

AàAILABLE IOR:

MSRP: €49.90 / $55

BOX
Size: 298×298×71 mm
Weight: 1,075 kg

7+

10+

2-10

think it up!

GAME OVERVIEW
Think It Up! is a fast-paced party game where each round a pair of Theme and Letter
ƬƏȸƳɀǣɀȸƺɮƺƏǼƺƳًƏȇƳɎǝƺˡȸɀɎȵǼƏɵƺȸɎȒȸƺƬƏǼǼɎǝƺȸǣǕǝɎɯȒȸƳɯǣȇɀɎǝƺȸȒɖȇƳِzȒȇƺƺƳ
to be the most knowledgeable — all you need is to be smart enough to answer
faster than anybody else!

Laser!

KEY SELLING POINTS

PRACTICAL INFO

 ۥThe game for family evenings and fun parties.
A lot of enjoyable moments are guaranteed.
 ۥHave fun and improve your skills. Train your
memory and logic. How many words
starting with F do you know?
 ۥCompact format allows to play wherever
you want. Home? Trip? Plane? Easy!

CONTENTS
• 60 Theme cards
• 52 Letter cards
• Rules of play

BOX

MOQ: 1000

RIGHTS

MSRP: €11.90 / $13

except

Size: 197×105×40 mm
Weight: 0,245 kg

RELEASE: available

think it up!
PICTURES

8+

10+

2-10

GAME OVERVIEW

Think It Up! Pictures is a fun party game offering an additional twist to the initial
Think It Up concept: instead of a letter, ready and served, the players reveal a picture,
ƬȒȅƺɖȵɯǣɎǝƏɯȒȸƳǔȒȸǣɎًƏȇƳɎǝƺȇɖɀƺǣɎɀˡȸɀɎǼƺɎɎƺȸɎȒȸƺƬƏǼǼɎǝƺȸǣǕǝɎɯȒȸƳ
for the revealed Theme. In this game, all your answers are correct and victorious
as long as you are fast enough!

Honey because
of horse!
Starts with an H
Honey
Horse

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥTake an additional step while recalling the
right word: decide how to name the pictured
ȒƫǴƺƬɎˡȸɀɎٍ
 ۥEven more fun and brain-racking
at the table!
 ۥIt’s a stand-alone game compatible
with Think it Up!

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
• 58 Theme cards
• 54 Picture cards
• Rules of play

BOX
OX
Size: 197×105×40 mm
Weight: 0,275 kg

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €11.90 / $13

RIGHTS

except

RELEASE: available
13

14

10+

20-30

Sherlock&Picasso

3-6

GAME OVERVIEW
Sherlock & Picasso is a fun family and party game based on a super-easy concept:
ept:

SKETCH ǣ SPOIL ǣ GUESS
GAMEPLAY
Skull
Horse
Boomerang
Fire

The Artist draws 2 cards and has 40 seconds
ncepts behind their screen.
screen
to sketch all 8 Concepts
One Concept
ncept — one sheet.

37

Lamp
Pencil
Crab
Lighter

asses
s the sketches, one by one,
The Artist passes
to the Rascal
al who
o tries to spoil the picture:

גȅȒȸƺɀƺƬȒȇƳɀɎȒˡȇǣɀǝɀȵȒǣǼǣȇǕƏȇƳɎǝƺȇ shows
The Rascal ǝƏɀג
ǝƏɀגȅȒȸƺɀƺƬȒȇƳɀɎȒˡȇǣɀǝɀȵȒǣǼǣȇǕƏȇƳɎǝƺȇ
s, on
ne by one, to the Detectives.
the sketches,
one
Each Detective
tive may
m take a single guess about each sketch:

If the Concept
cept is named correctly,
tive and the Artist gain 1 VP each.
the Detective

guesses ɯǝƏɎɎǝƺǣȇǣɎǣƏǼɀǸƺɎƬǝ
If nobody guessesɯǝƏɎɎǝƺǣȇǣɎǣƏǼɀǸƺɎƬǝ
was about, the Rascal gains 1 VP.

END OF THE GAME
áǝƺȇƏǼǼȵǼƏɵƺȸɀǝƏɮƺƫƺƺȇɎǝƺȸɎǣɀɎƏȇƳɎǝƺ«ƏɀƬƏǼȒȇƬƺɎǝƺǕƏȅƺƺȇƳɀً
ɵƺȸɀǝƏɮƺƫƺƺȇɎǝƺȸɎǣɀɎƏȇƳɎǝƺ«ƏɀƬƏǼȒȇƬƺɎǝƺǕƏȅƺƺȇƳɀً
Ƴ
yer with the most victory points wins!
and the player

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥGreat mass market product: easy to grasp
the essence of the game right f rom the cover
 ۥThe rules are incredibly easy to learn
and explain
 ۥFast-paced and dynamic fun
 ۥPerfect for parties and family gatherings

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
84 cards, 20 cardboard tokens,
2 screens, 2 pencils,
1 sheet pad, rules of play

BOX

MOQ: 1000

CARTON

Size: 255×255×62 mm
Weight: 0,525 kg
5

MSRP: €19.90 / $22.50
RELEASE: available

RIGHTS

except

7

6+

30+

MAFIA

7-16

JUNIOR

GAME OVERVIEW
Something went wrong in the magical forest: the Predators are trying
to exile Peaceful Animals! But now it’s time for them to unite
and bring the rascals down!

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥEasy to learn and amusing to play social
deduction game
 ۥWorld-known concept —
kid-f riendly now!
 ۥCute artwork

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
20 Role cards,
11 Moderator cards,
Reference card, rules of play

BOX
Size: 132×132×42 mm
Weight: 0,140 kg

MOQ: 1000
RIGHTS

MSRP: €11.90 / $13

except

RELEASE: available

MAFIA

MAFIA

VENDETTA

VAMPIRE

GAME OVERVIEW
Unique setting, where
vampires are good guys who
are ready to spill the blood of
the vampire hunters, who are
the forces of evil.

14+

30+

6-16

In Maˡa, city dwellers try
to determine and neutralize
the criminals, while gangsters
shoot simple townsfolk one by one. Engage in the
uncompromising struggle for the city and lead your
side to victory!

14+

PRACTICAL INFO

30+

7-16

Are you thinking that your
f riends are well known
by you? Are you sure they
y
ƬƏȇټɎƫƺǼɵǣȇǕȒȸƫǼɖǔˡȇǕّ
ّ
heck it?
?
Are you ready to check

PRACTICAL
PRA
AC T ICAL INFO

CONTENTS
39 Role cards, 5 Moderator cards,
³ȵƺƬǣƏǼ«ȒǼƺɀǼƺƏˢƺɎًȇȒɎƺƫȒȒǸً
rules of play

GAME OVERVIEW

CONTENTS
BOX
Size: 197×105×40 mm
Weight: 0,345 kg

MOQ: 1000

30 Role cards, 20 Facilitator cards, BOX
1 Night Sequence card, 1 Setup
Size: 132×132×42
2 mm
Reference sheet, rules of play
Weight: 0,150 kg
MOQ: 1000

MSRP: €11.90 / $13

RIGHTS

MSRP: €11.90 / $13

RIGHTS

RELEASE: available

except

RELEASE: available

except
15

16

13+

15+

SPYFALL

2-8

TIME TRAVEL

GAME OVERVIEW
It’s a threequel of the award-winning deduction party game from the future
(well, and from the past too).
Get ready for an outstanding time travel across the brightest eras and countries!
Expose a spy in a neanderthal cave or in a lunar base, hide out in a WWI Airship
or in the Leonardo’s studio, and do your best not to spill all the secrets of the
ere!
Japanese ninja or of a Spanish entity you surely didn’t expect here!

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥA long-awaited standalone threequel
of the international bestseller
nd
 ۥ30 new locations f rom the past and
th
the future, 100% compatible with
other games of Spyfall
 ۥ2-player and team variant

PRACTICAL
INFO
P
CONTENTS
• 240 cards
• 30 resealable bags
• Rules of play

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,58 kg

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €17.90 / $19.90

RIGHTS

RELEASE: available

except

DC SPYFALL

13+

15+

3-8

GAME OVERVIEW

Based on the social party game Spyfall, DC Spyfall is an easy-to-learn party game
ɎǝƏɎǔƺƏɎɖȸƺɀƫǼɖǔˡȇǕًɀɖɀȵǣƬǣȒȇًȵȸȒƫǣȇǕȷɖƺɀɎǣȒȇɀًƏȇƳƬǼƺɮƺȸƏȇɀɯƺȸɀِ
At the start of each round, players receive a secret card informing them of the
group’s location — one of twenty unique DC locations, including Arkham Asylum,
the Daily Planet, the Hall of Justice, and S.T.A.R. Labs — except for one player who
receives the Joker card instead. The Joker doesn’t know where he is, but if he can
ˡǕɖȸƺȒɖɎǝǣɀǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇƫƺǔȒȸƺǝǣɀƬȒɮƺȸǣɀƫǼȒɯȇًǝƺɯǣȇɀɎǝƺȸȒɖȇƳٍ

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥ20 new locations f rom the DC universe
 ۥThe game works great for both fans
and non-fans of DC
 ۥSeveral twists on the Spyfall formula:
Multiverse Module, All-Joker Module,
Harley Quinn Helper Module, Ability Cards

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
• 196 cards
• 24 resealable bags
• Rules of play

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,58 kg

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €17.90 / $19.90

RIGHTS

RELEASE: available

except

12+

15+

SPYFALL

3-8

GAME OVERVIEW
Spyfall is a really simple and exciting party game unlike any other.
At the beginning of the game, at least one player receives the “Spy” card, while
all the others receive cards with a location on them. Players then start asking
each other questions: spies do not know which location they are at, so they have
to listen and ask carefully; and other players try to guess who’s a spy among
ɎǝƺȅƫƏɀƺƳȒȇƏȇɀɯƺȸɀِáǝȒƺɮƺȸƳǣɀƬȒɮƺȸɀɎǝƺȇƺƬƺɀɀƏȸɵǣȇǔȒȸȅƏɎǣȒȇˡȸɀɎ
scores victory points!
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KEY SELLING POINTS

PRACTICAL INFO

Juggler

CONTENTS

 ۥGreat social party game!
 ۥEasy to learn and game set-up takes
just a few seconds
 ۥAmusing original art

• 240 cards
• 30 resealable bags
• Rules of play

nder

Barte

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,58 kg
RIGHTS

except

MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €17.90 / $19.90
RELEASE: available

SPYFALL 2

12+

15+

3-12

GAME OVERVIEW

Enjoy the same concept — with more locations and 2 spies now!

z
Jaz

b
Clu

Subway
Sin

Passen

g er

ger

KEY SELLING POINTS
NTS
 ۥ20 Locations makes for great replayability
 ۥExpands the original game or play
as a standalone
 ۥNow with up to 12 players!

PRACTICAL INFO
FO
CONTENTS
• 240 cards
• 20 resealable bags
• Rules of play
MOQ: 1000

BOX
Size: 204×204×47 mm
Weight: 0,58 kg
RIGHTS
except

MSRP: €17.90 / $19.90
RELEASE: available

17

18

14+ 120-180 2-5

fury of Dracula

GAME OVERVIEW
In Fury of Dracula, one player assumes the role of the Count secretly moving across
Europe, siring vampires, and laying traps for his pursuers. Dracula’s opponents are
ɎǝƺRɖȇɎƺȸɀɯǝȒȅɖɀɎƳǣɀƬȒɮƺȸɎǝƺˡƺȇƳټɀǼȒƬƏɎǣȒȇƏȇƳƳƺɀɎȸȒɵǝǣȅƫƺǔȒȸƺ
his Un-Dead thralls claim dominion over the night.

It is 1898. Eight years ago, the most evil Count Dracula traveled to London to spread his vampiric curse.
In this he was stopped by a small band of God-fearing people who managed to thwart his plans and
destroy him within the very shadow of Castle Dracula. Or so they thought…

KEY SELLING POINTS
 ۥOne of the best one-against-all games
prospering for more than 3 decades
 ۥHighly detailed unpainted miniatures
f rom the second edition
 ۥThe rights f rom Hobby World are available
for: Poland, Germany, Cɿech Republic

PRACTICAL
RACTICAL INFO
RAC
CONTENTS
1 Game Board, 5 Character Sheets,
5 Plastic Figures, 245 Cards,
אזÁȒǸƺȇɀًXȇˢɖƺȇƬƺxƏȸǸƺȸً
1 Time Marker, 1 Reference Map,
1 Learn to Play, 1 Rules Reference

RELEASE: available

MOQ: 1000

PUBLISHED IN:

MSRP: €49.90 / $55

BOX
Size: 298×298×71 mm
Weight: 1,790 kg

12+

45+

Viceroy

1-4

GAME OVERVIEW
Viceroy is a deep strategy game for 1 to 4 players that can be played
in less than an hour!

By building their own pyramid of power, players will manage the various aspects of the fantasy empire:
from science and magic to laws and military. Characters placed at lower levels of your pyramid do ordinary tasks
ƏȇƳƫȸǣȇǕȅȒƳƺɀɎƫƺȇƺˡɎɀِÁǝƺɀƺƬǝƏȸƏƬɎƺȸɀƏȸƺɎǝƺȵƺȒȵǼƺɯǝȒǔȒȸȅɎǝƺƫƏɀƺȒǔɵȒɖȸƺȅȵǣȸƺِÁȒȵǼƏƬƺƏƬƏȸƳ
on the next level of a pyramid, it needs to be supported by two cards of a previous level.
Characters placed at higher levels of the pyramid cost more but usually give better rewards.
This represents appointing characters for prestigious administrative positions or giving
them more freedom to use their valuable skills.

Viceroy

TIMES OF DARKNESS

12+

45+

1-4

GAME OVERVIEW

The expansion comes with three modules: Aristocrats, Invasion,
U
and Underworld,
which make the gameplay even more diverse!

KEY SELLING POINTS
S
 ۥIf you have never relayed on luck,
then Viceroy is your choice
 ۥEach law and character card in Viceroy
is unique, and their application depends
on the level they are placed
 ۥGorgeous artwork f rom the Berserk universe

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
Base: 84 cards, 204 various tokens,
4 screens, rules of play

RELEASE: available
BOX
Size: 248×248×60 mm
Weight: 0,810 kg

Exp: 66 cards, 87 tokens, rules of play
MOQ: 1000

RIGHTS

MSRP: €31 / $35 (base)
€26 / $30 (exp)

except
19

20

3+

10

2-5

Spot ’Em Fast

GAME OVERVIEW
Spot ’em Fast is a fast-paced game of reaction and visual recognition where
players roll the dice and try to be the first to find the matching meemeec and
copy its pose. Whoever scores 5 victory points, wins the game.

e dice!
1. Roll th

2. Find the
meem eec
!
its
3 . Co p y s c o r e
d
n
a
e
s
po
point!
y
r
1 victo

KEY SELLING POINTS
▶ Takes 15 sec to explain the rules
▶ Develops reaction and emotion recognition
skills
▶ Contents wooden pieces
▶ Two difficulty modes: an easier side of
the board with 2 dice to roll and 2 traits
to recognize for younger kids and a more
challenging mode for fun family gatherings

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
1 double-sided game board,
3 wooden dice, 30 cardboard
tokens, rules of play
Language independent
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €17 / $19

BOX
Size: 250×250×70 mm
Weight: 0,8 kg
RIGHTS

except

CARTON

6

RELEASE: available

Who’s There?

3+

15–20

2–4

GAME OVERVIEW
Who’s There? is a cute memory game
for little kids. Wooden animal figurines
are covered with different cardboard
houses. An animal card is revealed, and
the players try to guess where that animal
is hidden. After a few rounds, the children
should remember 3–5 places where
certain animals are currently hiding which
is pretty impressive for a three years old.

PRACTICAL INFO
KEY SELLING POINTS
▶ Takes 15 sec to explain the rules
▶ High-quality components, wooden pieces
▶ Develops memory and visual recognition
▶ Kind and cute characters

CONTENTS
6 wooden animal figurines,
6 cardboard houses, 6 cards,
rules of play
Language independent
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €17 / $19

BOX
Size: 250×250×70 mm
Weight: 0,8 kg
RIGHTS
CARTON

except
6

RELEASE: available

OUR BEST INTERNATIONAL GAMES

SPYCON
CUTTERLAND
DERANGED
SUNFLOWER VALLEY: TCG

CASSIOPEIA
ARTLINE: Hermitage
SUNFLOWER VALLEY
ARCHITECTURA
BEARS&BEES
THINK IT UP
SPYFALL: Time Travel
DC SPYFALL
SPYFALL
SPYFALL 2
FURY OF DRACULA
MAFIA VENDETTA
VAMPIRE MAFIA
VICEROY
BASTION
WORLD OF TANKS: Rush

OUR PARTNERS

SPYCON
CUTTERLAND
DERANGED
SUNFLOWER VALLEY: TCG

CASSIOPEIA
ARTLINE: Hermitage
SUNFLOWER VALLEY
ARCHITECTURA
BEARS&BEES
THINK IT UP
SPYFALL: Time Travel
DC SPYFALL
SPYFALL
SPYFALL 2
FURY OF DRACULA
MAFIA VENDETTA
VAMPIRE MAFIA
VICEROY
BASTION
WORLD OF TANKS: Rush

OUR PARTNERS

CONTACTS
ǝȒƫƫɵɯȒȸǼƳǣȇɎِȸɖ
ǣȇɎƺȸȇƏɎǣȒȇƏǼ۬ǝȒƫƫɵɯȒȸǼƳِȸɖ
וڷ٢דחג٣בזٮבדٮגזח
HobbyWorldInt

